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In the Name of Love
2008

a major case study of the book concerns men who
have murdered their wives or partners allegedly out of
love it is estimated that over 30 of all female murder
victims in the united states die at the hands of a
former or present spouse or partner how can
murdering a loved one be associated with the assumed
moral and altruistic love not only is love intrinsically
ambivalent but it can also give rise to dangerous
consequences some of the worst evils have been
committed in the name of love book jacket

Talk of Love
2001

the central problem she argues is that people do not
face a single culture but a diverse one with multiple
perspectives and competing experts american culture
speaks of love that is perfect and instantaneous and
yet also talks of the constant need to improve
relationships talk of love shows how people navigate
between these discordant messages and learn to live
with these contradictions book jacket
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Of Love and Life
1999

explores the philosophical notion of love and argues
that love is more complex than conventional thought
would have us believe

Love
2015

the book is a meditation on the idea of love there is a
long arduous ideational search that the main character
undertakes which takes him from the depths of the
subconscious to the heights of heaven in order to find
the true purpose of love he is aided in this search by a
rather shadowy figure that seems to be someone he
has been in love with for a very long time he will
eventually reach the conclusion that love when all is
said and done is really love of the higher self

Of Love and Silence
2018-11-29

history of love and relationships
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A Natural History of Love
1994

drawing comparisons to the most eloquent science
writing of our day three eminent psychiatrists tackle
the difficult task of reconciling what artists and
thinkers have known for thousands of years about the
human heart with what has only recently been learned
about the primitive functions of the human brain the
result is an original lucid at times moving account of
the complexities of love and its essential role in human
well being a general theory of love draws on the latest
scientific research to demonstrate that our nervous
systems are not self contained from earliest childhood
our brains actually link with those of the people close
to us in a silent rhythm that alters the very structure of
our brains establishes life long emotional patterns and
makes us in large part who we are explaining how
relationships function how parents shape their child s
developing self how psychotherapy really works and
how our society dangerously flouts essential emotional
laws this is a work of rare passion and eloquence that
will forever change the way you think about human
intimacy from the trade paperback edition

A General Theory of Love
2007-12-18

love our hearts yearn for it we fall into it or out of it we
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ll do almost anything to attain and keep it those who
have experienced the power of love whirl from its
embrace it is delicious anguish gut wrenching pain and
intoxicating allure nations go to war over it crimes are
committed to satisfy its demands lives are often ruined
because of it and extraordinary feats of courage and
sacrifice are performed in its name but beyond the
cliches and greeting card platitudes do we really
understand what love is and how it alters the way we
think feel and behave should love be viewed as little
more than a lusty romp or is there more to it what is
the relationship between love and romance caring
concern compassion thoughtfulness sex and the many
other components that our society jumbles together in
this potent potpourri whose power can give strength to
the weakest among us or turn powerhouses of
strength into emotional mush it is precisely because
love is such an important part of our lives that we owe
it to ourselves to reach beyond overwhelming passion
and the roadblocks of illusion to achieve real
understanding of this extraordinary human
phenomenon it won t always be easy in fact it s
sometimes quite painful but the rewards are many for
those who will risk exploring their own cherished
attitudes about a subject that has held us in its grip for
centuries and shows no signs of letting go some of the
topics covered are what i feel in my heart on the
alleged origins of romantic love what do i want when i
want you why do i love you the importance of being
honest love sex and intimacy beyond sex and gender
what s so good about love
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Love
1990

songs of love and empire is a 1898 collection of poetry
by e nesbit edith nesbit 1858 1924 was an english poet
and author she is perhaps best remembered for her
children s literature publishing more than 60 such
books under the name e nesbit she was also a political
activist and co founded the fabian society which had a
significant influence on the labour party and british
politics in general this wonderful collection of her best
poetry will appeal to fans of her work and would make
for a fantastic addition to any bookshelf the poems
include to the queen of england after sixty years
trafalgar day a song of trafalgar waterloo day a song of
peace and honour the ballad of the white lady the
ghost bereft the vain spell the adventurer in the
enchanted tower faith prelude at the sound of the
drum the goose girl and more many vintage books
such as this are becoming increasingly scarce and
expensive it is with this in mind that we are
republishing this volume now in an affordable modern
high quality edition complete with a specially
commissioned new biography of the author

Songs of Love and Empire
2019-06-17

a christian life the journal of love and faith are weekly
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blogs that i write as part of the being40plus online
magazine in my passion to spread god s word i ve
decided to put these blogs together as mini journals i
not only want to help spread god s good word but i
also desire to help others or non believers know and
understand how we as christians should live in order to
live the promised life a better more abundantly filled
and happier life given to us by god but in order to
obtain the fulfillment of god s promises we must
choose to surrender to his will and completely trust in
him he loves us abundantly unconditionally and more
importantly his love never fails

A Christian Life, The Journal of
Love and Faith Book 1
2014-10-31

amelia had always been known for her compassionate
nature from a young age she exhibited a deep
empathy towards all living beings whether they were
human or animals her friends often marvelled at how
she could sense the emotions of others and offer
comfort in times of need it was as if her heart had an
innate ability to connect with the pain and joy that
surrounded her living in a small village nestled near
the edge of a vast enchanted forest amelia found
herself in a world where nature s beauty was both her
playground and her solace the village was known for
its close knit community where everyone looked out
for one another amelia s compassion naturally found a
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home here as she often volunteered to help the elderly
tended to injured birds and offered a listening ear to
those who sought her out one cool autumn day as the
leaves began to change their colours and the air
carried a hint of impending winter amelia decided to
take a solitary walk into the heart of the enchanting
forest she had always felt a deep connection to the
wild untouched parts of nature where she could hear
the whispers of the trees and feel the heartbeat of the
earth beneath her feet

A Werewolf's Tale of Love and
Destiny
2023-10-21

after two years hunched over her laptop at home
deanna spenser is finally back in the office albeit only
for three days a week and predictably she hates it
driven by a deep desire for change a yearning to not
go back to the way things were before coronavirus she
finds herself consumed by memories of adolescence of
a friend lost to the past abruptly she is offered a
chance to reconnect with her friend yet as the past
opens up before her she finds herself wondering if
perhaps there are things that should not be revisited
after all
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Songs of Love and Hate
2022-05-28

the poetry of this book is written with tears and blood
the reader would come to know what it looks like when
a heart bleeds when there was no one to turn to i
wrote this poetry collection as a way of expressing my
love and pain by reading this poetry the reader will go
on a journey of love pain and healing

A book of love and pain
2023-07-17

this collection of poems is a raw portrayal of the
multiple shades of love complete with its beginnings
endings and memories from pre historic times through
to the post pandemic era it is rendered in a
contemporary voice yet in the style of traditional
indian folklore and is a universal reflection of the need
and cause for human relationships heartache and
subsequent personal growth

Karma’s Capricious Land and
Other Poems of Love and
Dissolution
2023-04-17
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this profusely illustrated volume lets us walk hand in
hand through the 20th century with some of its most
famous couples presented in the context of their age
year by year couple by couple we also learn about
psychoanalysis the kinsey report lingerie the role of
the church femmes fatales sex in pop music cinema
the couples include hepburn tracy gable lombard
lennon ono signoret montand stein toklas the dalis
thecuries einstein maric wells west woolfs the
fitzgeralds stieglitz o keeffe weill lenya nin miller the
roosevelts de beauvoir sartre newman woodward paul
linda mccartney

The Ways to Have the God of
Love and Peace with Us. A
Sermon, Etc
1712

definitions of love answers the question what is love in
this series of love stories love is defined through six
couples each couple stories gives one the meaning of
love can love be found in an arranged marriage does
one show love through domestic violence can love be
created by hate will an affair bring you back to the one
you love join these fiery sassy and mysterious couples
in a journey where getting lost will bring about the
most beautiful meaning of love
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Love
2002-06-01

think you know about love think again anyone who
does not know god does not know love should your
aim be to find true love and have a successful relations
consider thereupon honoring and abiding by the ten
commandments primarily the tenth commandment the
unwritten code of love as the follow up to a deep
dream you ll be amazed by the power of love once
again feel what it takes to be heartbroken and
experience for yourself what makes this
commandment the principal one as wismith found
himself in a conflict between his girlfriend and his
girlfriend s best friend in an attempt to pursue love
and happiness discover the truth in this romantic novel
where heartfelt passion meets with tender feelings
more info feel free to visit jhonnythermidor com

Definitions of Love
2020-09-14

the perfect love story starts with you do you know that
you own the script of love in your life day by day this
book shall romance you give you the love that you
deserve reminding you you are precious valuable you
are a beautiful person you are hot amazing and
everything in between and above all you are a gift in
this world when you truly love and feel loved you
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naturally become more beautiful you acquire that
amazing inner glow radiating from your whole being it
becomes alive in your eyes it shows on your face your
become more attractive and pleasant people want to
be in your presence and naturally they emulate your
state of being you will then know true happiness all
you need is already inscribed inside of you open the
door to your heart and allow love to enter let it lit up
the glow of your being and a wonderful world shall be
revealed the love notes were written over the course
of one year as daily love messages delivering a much
welcomed infusion of love to subscribers perfect to
help them start the day on a positive note at readers
request the love notes have now become a book the
first in the series is a journey of love in finding the true
love within yourself

THE TENTH COMMANDMENT OF
LOVE
2011-03-31

love and hope is an engaging true story about an
incredible forty year love affair happily ever after does
not mean there are no tears death is sandwiched
between vibrant lives this incredible love story begins
in la when a hollywood jewish man meets a vibrant
youthful woman he dates the wealthy and influential
and she s a christian woman from the midwest this
story reveals how life changes from a happenstance
meeting and changes again when one of them is no
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longer there it is a story of hope and renewal because
of not in spite of tremendous sorrow woman read
romance stories because they long for passionate life
changing love and happy endings they are searching
for romance after marriage in their ordinary life this
love story is about life after marriage a tenderness
which gives a glow to the ordinary mundane things we
all live with everyday it gives people hope that
average relationships do not have to be the norm this
memoir is compelling and as i read her love story i
experienced her joy and her pain the helpful
suggestions addendum is priceless ken rotcop award
winning author screen play writer pitchmart com

Love Notes
2012-03-14

this is a new release of the original 1920 edition

Love and Hope
2014-04-25

falling in love is one of the strangest things we can do
and one of the things that makes us uniquely human
but what happens to our brains when our eyes meet
across a crowded room how are our romantic
relationships different from our relationships with
friends family or even god this book deals with these
questions
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Love and Affection
2014-03-29

traces the history of love and how it developed from its
hebraic and greek origins to an ideal that obsesses the
modern western world and highlights philosophers that
have challenged conventional thoughts on love and
happiness

The Science of Love and
Betrayal
2013

since ancient times people have been enthralled by
the complex and multifaceted emotion of love however
the true nature of love is much more complex than
that it is frequently described as an intense feeling of
affection devotion and attachment toward someone
love can be many different things but there isn t a
single universal definition that everyone can agree on
if you ever made a mistake in love regretted a broken
relationship developed the wrong ideology due to
betrayal unreciprocated love or probably for no reason
at all you have a negative mindset about love from the
standpoint of the original author the misperception
resulted from an inability to comprehend love and
demonstrate love love isn t a lot of things among them
it s about respecting the autonomy of the other person
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and encouraging their personal development rather
than owning or controlling them for a relationship to be
truly loving both partners must feel free to pursue their
interests and ambitions and have a mutual feeling of
trust in one another love is not always simple a strong
and happy relationship needs work flexibility and open
communication to stay that way love is a support
system that aids you in overcoming the difficulties and
roadblocks you encounter in life rather than a miracle
solution to all of life s issues the supply of love is
limitless it is a resource that can keep increasing and
expanding throughout your life rather than being
something that depletes or wears out love can be
shared with friends relatives and even strangers it is
not exclusive to one person or one relationship in
essence god is love therefore to truly express someone
who is love you must first have a close relationship
with them only the source of love can enable you to be
filled with love

Love
2011-07-19

w f forbie m d s the art of love is a unique exploration
of the nuances of human love and attraction drawing
on his extensive expertise in the field of medicine
forbie delves into the science of love providing insights
and advice for anyone interested in improving their
romantic relationships a must read for anyone
navigating the complexities of love and dating this
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work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

What Love Is And Isn't
2023-04-30

w f forbie m d s the art of love is a unique exploration
of the nuances of human love and attraction drawing
on his extensive expertise in the field of medicine
forbie delves into the science of love providing insights
and advice for anyone interested in improving their
romantic relationships a must read for anyone
navigating the complexities of love and dating this
work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
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corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

The Art of Love
2023-07-18

we make sense of love with fantasies stories that
shape feelings that are otherwise too overwhelming
incoherent and wayward to be tamed for love is a
complex bewildering and ecstatic emotion covering a
welter of different feelings and moral judgements
drawing on philosophy fiction art letters memoirs and
evidence from everyday life historian barbara h
rosenwein explores five of our most enduring fantasies
of love like minded union transcendent rapture selfless
giving obsessive longing and insatiable desire each
has had a long and kaleidoscopic history with lasting
effects on how we in the west think about love today
yet each leads to a different conclusion about what we
should strive for in our relationships if only we could
peel back the layers of love and discover its true
essence but love doesn t work like that it is
constructed on the shards of experience story and
feeling shared over time intertwined with other
fantasies by understanding the history of how we have
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loved rosenwein argues we may better navigate our
own tumultuous experiences and perhaps write our
own scripts

The Art of Love
2023-07-18

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of
the original due to its age it may contain imperfections
such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages
because we believe this work is culturally important we
have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s
literature in affordable high quality modern editions
that are true to the original work

Love
2021-11-15

how does love survive and thrive in the long term in
edinburgh rabih and kirsten fall in love get married
have children but this is their story after the first flush
of infatuation as rabih and kirsten reform their ideals
under the pressures of an average existence they
discover that love is a skill that needs to be learned
and not just experienced
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The Philosophy of Love
2008-06-01

the beloved new york times bestselling author making
toast and kayak morning returns with a powerful
meditation on a universal subject love in the book of
love roger rosenblatt explores love in all its moods and
variations romantic love courtship battle mystery
marriage heartbreak fury confusion melancholy
delirium ecstasy love of family of friends love of home
of country of work of writing of solitude of art love of
nature love of life itself rosenblatt is on a quest to
illuminate this elusive and essential emotion to define
this thing called love cleverly using lines from love
songs to create a flowing ballad as infectious and
engaging as a jazz riff he intersperses fictional
vignettes that capture lovers in different situations
ages and temperaments along with notes addressed to
you his wife of fifty years the story i have to tell is of
you of others too other people other things but mainly
of you it begins and ends with you it always comes
back to you lively yet profound poignant yet joyous the
book of love is a triumph of intellect and imagination a
personal discourse on love that is both novel and
timeless

The Course of Love
2017-06-20
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a wide ranging deep probing history of what love has
meant in the western world primarily a history of
emotional relationships between the sexes it is for
everyone who seeks a deeper understanding of the
bond that unites men and women

The Book of Love
2015-01-20

愛はただの感情ではない 身体の生化学的な構成まで劇的に変化させることを最新の科学がはじめて解
き明かした この究極の感情が どのように私たちに働きかけ そして私たちをいかにしてつないでいる
のか 人生や世界をポジティヴにする 愛を正確に理解するための理論と実践のすべて

The Natural History of Love
1994

argues that basic human connections love and
friendship are withering away and asserts that humans
impoverished feelings are rooted in an impoverished
language of love

Valentine's Day
2024-03-05

representing everything from the charming to the
enlightening to the bittersweet and drawn from a
variety of cultures around the world these reflections
highlight the universality of love and the very human
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need to express it to others

LOVE2.0 あたらしい愛の科学
2014-04-30

what is love what is it to be loved can we trust love is it
overrated these are just some of the questions tony
milligan pursues in his novel exploration of a subject
that has occupied philosophers since the time of plato
tackling the mood of pessimism about the nature of
love that reaches back through schopenhauer and
kierkegaard he examines the links between love and
grief love and nature and between love of others and
loving oneself we love too few things in the world
milligan concludes adding that we need to be loved too
to appreciate our own value and the worth of life itself

Love and Friendship
1994-05-01

since the end of the eighteenth century the pursuit of
true love has been enshrined in the expectations of
western societies we regard this pursuit as our right
and organize our lives around it however the possibility
that love is becoming more difficult to achieve in the
west has begun to attract considerable attention the
consensus is that love is both deeply desirable and
extremely difficult to find this highly original book
explores two aspects of the nature of the apparently
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socially essential glue of love the first theme concerns
the sources of our ideas about love where the concept
originated and most importantly what its relationship
has been to morality and moral systems the second
theme is our determination to find love whatever the
social and personal costs the desire for identification
with another person drives us to impossible
expectations and occasionally damaging alternatives
in a compelling critique this book rejects the high
romantic version of love as well as what could be
described as a contractual version of love in their place
it describes a love that depends upon reasoned care
and commitment and argues that we should abandon
love in its romanticized and commercialized form

True Love Is Friendship Set on
Fire
1998

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of
the original due to its age it may contain imperfections
such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages
because we believe this work is culturally important we
have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s
literature in affordable high quality modern editions
that are true to the original work
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Love
2016-05-11

what do love and survival have do with each other dr
dean ornish s clinical research demonstrates that they
are enmeshed in fact that our very survival depends
on the healing power of love according to dr ornish the
real epidemic in our culture is what he calls emotional
and spiritual heart disease we can heal the loneliness
isolation alienation and depression that are prevalent
in our society and dr ornish provides the key to
unlocking the miracle of love and allowing the healing
to begin

Love
2002-12-13

love has a history it has meant different things to
different people at different moments and has served
different purposes this book tells the story of love at a
crucial point a moment when the emotional landscape
changed dramatically for large numbers of people it is
a story based in england but informed by america and
covers the period from the end of the first world war
until the break up of the beatles to the casual observer
this era was a golden age of marriage more people
married than ever before they did so at increasingly
younger ages and there was a revolution in our idea of
what marriage meant pragmatic notions of marriage
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as institution were superseded by the more romantic
ideal of a relationship based upon individual emotional
commitment love sex and personal fulfilment and yet
this new idea of marriage based on a belief in the
transformative power of love and emotion carried
within it the seeds of its own destruction romantic love
particularly when tied to sexual satisfaction ultimately
proved an unreliable foundation upon which to build
marriages fatally it had the potential to evaporate over
time and under pressure scratching beneath the
surface of the apparent golden age of marriage claire
langhamer uncovers the real story of love in the
twentieth century via the recollections of ordinary
people who lived through the period it is a tale of quiet
emotional instability persistent subversion and
unsettling change at its end the idea of life long
marriage was in serious decline and as langhamer
shows this was a decline directly rooted in the
contradictions and tensions that lay at the heart of the
emotional revolution itself

Love and All about It (1908)
2009-08

Love & Survival
1998
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The English in Love
2013-08-22
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